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1. Introduction 

There are almost historical agreements among historical resources concerning the division of Egyptian's society 
during Fatimid period into two major groups, which were divided into two subgroups: 
A. a group with special status, which included the ruling family, employees, swords carriers and Diwans writers, that 
combines with religion centers.  

Public group: industry and craft workers, salesmen and merchants, religious scholars and students, Christians and 
Jews (Dhimmis), in addition to slaves, and women. 

It is important to mention that historian's opinions concerning group's classification during the Fatimid period of 
social and ethnic groups had varied.  In his book,Iga that Al-oma Bi-Kashf Al-gimma (help the nation uncover the hidden). 
Al-Maqrizi reported similar social classification. Though Al-Maqrizi had no intention to discuss Fatimid period in 
particular, one can realized that such division did really exist during this period.1 
These divisions as followed: 

 First -The Ruling Family  
 Second-Merchants and craftsmen 
 Third-Salesmen and middle status people  
 Fourth-Farmers and villagers  
 Fifth- Poor people, which included students, and religious scholars  
 Sixth -Needy people and Beggars 
 The division introduced above may show that Al-Maqrizi has viewed the Egyptian society inclusively. The 

discretions below clarify the author points. 
 

2. Ruling Family (Special Group) 
The ruling family was located on the top of the pyramidin Fatimid society. By its control of economic resources and 

ruling authority, it had wide range of powers. The family had to make sure to strengthen their rule by showing the 
manifestation of majesty and grandeur. This made the public fear them greatly. People obeyed the ruling the family 
because they are considered the dynasty of Prophet Mohammed (Al-Al-beit).2This makes the importance of the ruling 
family to be the closest to the prophet.3In addition, this group was characterized by construction of palaces, add to that, 
fences, gates buildings and landscapes' development. This group had a great wealth, which allowed it to run humanistic 
projects. Al- Maqrizi reported that Al-Hakim Be Amr Allah's wife had a great role in taking care of poor, needy, older 
people ad widows.4 

This group has also included gentlefolk that had enjoyed special and respected social status. So, when there a 
holiday was taking place, this group were first to be entered at the caliph's place.  The number of these gentlefolk is 

                                                        
1Alqadi Alnoman,iftitah Alsawa,investigated by Farhat Al-dashrawi ,Tunis,1978,p,555,Al-maqrizi ,Itead,alhonfaa,vol2,p16  
2Ibin Khalkan wafyat alaean,bolak,1892,vol2.p152  
3Al-Maqrizi, , Igathat Al-oma Bi-Kashf Al-gimma,pp73-74 
4Al-maqrizi, khotat,vol2,p 454 
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enormous.  During the period of Al-Amir be-Ahkam Alllah and Al-Hafiz Li-Deen Allah, the number of members of this 
group exceeded ten thousands. They were very wealthy and had owned many lands and villages. 5 
 
3. State Employees 
 
3.1. First Ministers 

During the period of the two caliphs, of Al-Amir be-Ahkam Alllah and Al-Hafiz Li-Deen Allah, ministers were 
considered the backbone of the Fatimid sate, this was contributed by caliphs' weaknesses and relatively their young age, 
which combined with widespread sectarian, strives. Such situation made ministers get to   the most personal details of the 
caliphs' life.  The minister had become very wealthy, which help them enrich their own family and ensure that they receive 
presents and high salary (200-500 Dinars a month).6 
 
3.2. Second- Diwans' Employees  

This social group included highest level of state employee who works in different Diwans (institutions), therefore, 
these employees carried the name of   people who have Diwan's Jobs. This group classification came after the group of 
sword's carriers, particularly, during the period of the two caliphs mentioned above.  The minister had become the 
responsible for the sword carriers (army) and the pen (army and writers). The president of this group was responsible of 
the Dewan writing's (essay); the most important job of this group was receiving letters that was intended to the caliphs 
and shows it to him. The Essay's writers who had a great proficiency of Arabic and its rhetoric lived next to the seashore 
because they were considered special personas. This group had also provide great importance to teach there dynasty all 
aspects of Dewans.7 
 
3.3. Third-Religious Jobs Employees 

These groups consisted of religious people and turbans wearer. The importance of turbans that through it can 
help to distinguish members of this group from other groups. The most important jobs, which represent this group, was 
Judges, Imams, and Muezzins, justice witnesses, preachers, and accountants. This group had enjoyed all kind of money 
resources, social service and conditions and very expensive clothing. 8 
 
4. Scientists Religious Scholars 
 The two caliphs had paid special attention to this group because it appeared to be an important factor of 
Fatimid society. Its members received monthly salaries and had special living places. 9The caliphs had increase the sizes of 
libraries and encouraged scientists and  Calligraphers, readers, scholars of jurisprudence, grammar, language, modernity, 
history, astronomy, physics and chemistry scientists.10 Despite scientists' status, however, only few of them enjoyed 
wealth and money, one of the important names was Abu Alqasem Bin Ali Almunjeb Alsarfy who had filled the position of 
the president of the Dewan during the period of Al-amer be-Ahkam Allah and stayed at this position until his death in 
1141, during the period of Al Hafiz le-Din Allah. 11A-Maqrizi had reported about a part of this group who were poor, and 
suffer bad economic conditions. 12 
 
5. Public Group  

As most of Egyptian’s population had no permanent salary, like craftsmen, merchants and farmers and other 
professions. This group is very productive however, is controlled by the rulers politically and economically. This group 
also has not enjoyed the expression or freedom of speech. 13This group can be divided to subgroups as followed: 
 
5.1. First-Craftsmen 
 The Fatimid was popular by crafts and industries they had introduced to the world. Most of these people were 
professionals in making textile, sugar, paper, porcelain etc. This group during its education period had enjoyed creating 
different industrial projects, and they had used the Copts' skills and workers to increase production in various ways. This 
group was the backbone of Egyptian's14 economy. Al-Maqrizi had reported that this group had established wide number of 
textile factories in order to make Sufi clothing in different area of Egypt like Dimyat, Shata and Dabic. This had help to 
provide many jobs in the Fatimid society. 15 
 
5.2. Second- Merchant Group 
 This part of the group was able to take advantage of profits and moneymaking provided by business deals. This 
happened due to active business movement during this period.  

                                                        
5Ibid ,vol2,544,also see Al-qalqashndi,Subih,vol3,p 496 
6Ibn al-serfy,Aleshara man nala al-wezara,p 28:Al-Maqrizi ,Itaad Al-Honfaa,vol3,p 70                                 
7Al-maqrizi, ibid,vol2,p.91,also khotat,vol1,p,469 
8Ibin Abi Aseba,oyoun Alanbyaa,fi Tabqat ,Alatbaa,vol2,p 105 
9Ibid,ibid 
10Arif Amir Mawsoat alkholphaa alfatmyen,( The encyclopedia of Fatimid caliphs)Alhakim Bi-Amr Allah,p 15 
11Ibid,ibid,32 
12Al-maqrizi,Igatha,ibid,p 75 
13Ibin Alatheer,Alkamil,vol,11,p 103,also see Al-Maqrizi,khotat,vol 2,p103 
14Ibin Al-Al-taweer,Nozhat Almoqlatyn,p141, see also Albrawy,Halat miser (Egypt situation), p123123 
15Al-Maqrizi, Khotat,ibid ,p 45 ,also Zaki,ibid p,150 
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 During the Fatimid era, business's profession on all levels had received a special social status16. Merchants had 
the advantages of attending public celebrations and they were part of the process of caliph's receptions. The merchant 
were treated with respect on the caliph side and by gentle folks. 17The merchants had special dressing code. Such as round 
turbans and transparent clothing. In addition, agent was in charge of this groups' need. This person would be a manager 
and a spokesperson for them when necessary to talk to state agents. 18 Some natural cases and catastrophes had affected 
merchants negatively. One of the stories mentioned concerning this matter was that in the year if 1110 there was black 
winds, which caused a total darkness. The merchants were very fearful which caused the business movement to decrease, 
and this continued until blackness was gone and plants could be seen so people went back to their houses and merchants 
went back to the markets and the merchants case were better again. However, the story did not mention how many days 
this catastrophe took place or its negative effects. 19 
 Sometimes merchants had faced looting and robbery. As it was reported by Maqrizi that in 1118 Qasim Bin Abi 
Hashim who was then the prince of Mecca robbed one of the convoy on the red sea shore while traveling. This  a step 
which triggered the anger of Al-Hakim Be-Amr Allah and his minister Al-Afdel Bin Badir Al-Jmaly, so, he wrote to the 
gentlefolk of Mecca and inform them what their prince had done, and he ordered to return the merchants belongings to 
them. The call was heard and all merchants had received back all their belongings. 20 
This category has practiced its work in security, security and stability, even in times of adversity and famine. It was not 
easy for the state to confiscate merchants' money. The merchants of this period were famous for their raisin, honey, 
sweets, rice, linen, iron, clothes, dates, salt, pomegranates, sugarcane, cows, and milk products such as margarine, cheese, 
wool, and oil trade.21 
 There was a phenomenon, which was considered a religious taboo was exploited by vendors and traders in the 
Fatimid period II because of the weakness of the caliphs and the increased influence of ministers. This phenomenon was 
the exploitation of periods of famine yield to monopolize their goods in order to raise prices to increase their profits at the 
expense of poor groups. Despite the attempt of the Fatimid state to put a price on goods in order to reduce the burden on 
the public during the famine and economic crises.22 
 Conducting business was a job of many public members. Some of them had small shops, which consisted one 
particular commodity, and others sold many different commodities. An active business movement appeared in Egyptian's 
Market. There was an additional important phenomenon: having doctors stay inside the market to treat patients who 
come often there when necessary. This may imply that a concern of health issues and treatment of some cases.23 
 
5.3. Third- Farmers 
 As a result of different hardships - economic hardship and lack of irrigation,this group had suffered of two 
problems. Some of them were lucky and rich because of irrigation of its land in the years of the dryness.Therefore, they 
receive enormous amounts of money because of farming so they became wealthier.24. Profit or loss of money of this group 
had been decided according to the Niles water percentage and the percent of land they owned. Al-amer Be-Ahkam Allah 
and Al-Hafiz le-Din Allah respected private ownership of Egyptians. Citizens had the freedom of selling and purchasing of 
land that was under their hand. Even Dhimmis (Christians and Jews) during this period enjoyed ownership of land. They 
suffered little damage unless there were some financial mistakes, and there was no attack on the people and property this 
group felt safe on its own property and its properties during the era of the two caliphs: al-amer be-alhkam Allah and al-
Hafez le-din Allah. 25The status of this group during the two caliphs had improved. This because of reforms that took place 
by ministers. that combined with reducing the taxes on farming. Which led to the recovery of agriculture and rehabilitation 
of canals and rural reconstruction, and repair of bridges.26 
 
5.4. Fourth -Slaves 
 Similar to other society during the Middle Ages, slavery was spread through Fatimid society. Most of the slaves 
were blacks and of various nationalities brought from Nuba. During the rule of the two caliphs,slaves were caught by 
tempting them with bread, raisins, figs and dates, without the desire of people to buy them.they lived in their own 
neighborhoods and a sergeant was appointed to each lane to supervise their affairs. 
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